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THE LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE
FOR THE DISCRETE WIGNER-VON NEUMANN OPERATOR
MANDICH, MARC-ADRIEN
Abstract. We apply weighted Mourre commutator theory to prove the limiting absorption
principle for the discrete Schrödinger operator perturbed by the sum of a Wigner-von Neumann
and long-range type potential. In particular, this implies a new result concerning the absolutely
continuous spectrum for these operators even for the one-dimensional operator. We show that
methods of classical Mourre theory based on differential inequalities and on the generator of
dilation cannot apply to the mentionned Schrödinger operators.
1. Introduction
The spectral theory of discrete Schrödinger operators has received much attention in the past
few decades. The absolutely continuous spectrum is important because it allows to describe
the quantum dynamics of a system. The limiting absorption principle (LAP) plays a profound
role in spectral and scattering theory, in particular, it implies the existence of purely absolutely
continuous spectrum. The LAP has been derived for a wide class of potentials, including the
Wigner-von Neumann potential (cf. [NW], [DMR], [RT1], [RT2], [MS] and [EKT] to name a few),
but only recently has the sum of a Wigner-von Neumann and long-range potential been studied
in the continuous setting (cf. [GJ2]). The LAP has not been studied for the discrete Wigner-
von Neumann operator. On the other hand, the absolutely continuous spectrum of the one-
dimensional Wigner-von Neumann operator plus a potential V P ℓ1pZq has already been studied,
both in the discrete and continuous setting (cf. [Si], [JS], [KN], [NS], [KS]). To our knowledge,
the question of the absolutely continous spectrum of the discrete Wigner-von Neumann operator
plus a long-range potential V has not been studied in any dimension. In this paper we study the
sum of a Wigner-von Neumann and long-range potential in the discrete setting which we now
describe.
The configuration space is the multi-dimensional lattice Zd for some integer d ě 1. For a multi-
index n “ pn1, ..., ndq P Z
d we set |n|2 :“ n21 ` ... ` n
2
d. Consider the Hilbert space H :“ ℓ
2pZdq
of square summable sequences u “ pupnqqnPZd . The discrete Schrödinger operator
(1.1) H :“ ∆`W ` V
acts on H, where ∆ is the discrete Laplacian operator defined by
p∆uqpnq :“
ÿ
mPZd
|n´m|“1
pupnq ´ upmqq, for all n P Zd and u P H,
W is the Wigner-von Neumann potential defined by
(1.2) pWuqpnq :“
q sinpkpn1 ` ...` ndqq
|n|
upnq, for all n P Zd and u P H,
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with q P Rzt0u and k P T :“ RzπZ pmod 2πq, and V is a multiplication operator by a real-valued
sequence pV pnqqnPZd :
pV uqpnq :“ V pnqupnq, for all n P Zd and u P H.
We will also investigate the following variation on the Wigner-von Neumann potential:
(1.3) pW 1uqpnq :“
˜
dź
i“1
qi sinpkiniq
ni
¸
upnq, for all n P Zd and u P H,
with q “ pqiq
d
i“1 P pRzt0uq
d and k “ pkiq
d
i“1 P T
d. In this case, we shall denote H 1 :“ ∆`W 1`V .
In the definition of W and W 1, it is understood that sinp0q{0 :“ 1. The potential V will be of
long-range type, hence a compact operator, but we postpone the characterization of its exact
decay properties. Using the Fourier transform F : HÑ L2pr´π, πsd, dξq, ξ “ pξ1, ..., ξdq, we get
(1.4) pF∆F´1fqpξq “ fpξq
dÿ
i“1
p2´ 2 cospξiqq, where pFuqpξq :“
ÿ
nPZd
upnqein¨ξp2πq´d{2.
This shows that ∆ is a bounded self-adjoint operator on H, and that σp∆q “ σacp∆q “ r0, 4ds.
The operators H and H 1 are compact perturbations of ∆ and so σesspHq “ σesspH
1q “ r0, 4ds.
When V ” 0, we are left with the Wigner-von Neumann potential only, the example of a
Schrödinger operator with an eigenvalue embedded in the absolutely continuous spectrum (cf.
[NW], [RS4]). In the continuous setting it has been shown that the 1d Schrödinger operator
´
d2
dx2
`
q sinpkxq
x
`Opx´2q
covers the interval r0,8q with absolutely continuous spectrum and may produce exactly one
eigenvalue with positive energy. In the discrete setting the 1d Schrödinger operator ∆ ` W
covers the interval p0, 4q with absolutely continuous spectrum due to the fact that W P ℓ2pZq
(cf. [DK]), and it has been shown (cf. [JS], [Si]) that there are two critical points located at
(1.5) E˘pkq :“ 2˘ 2 cos pk{2q
which may be half-bound states or eigenvalues. If V P ℓ1pZq, the spectrum of H :“ ∆`W ` V
is purely absolutely continuous on p0, 4qztE˘pkqu (cf. [JS]). The works [Si], [JS], [KN], [NS], and
[KS] are concerned with the asymptotics of the generalized eigenvectors of H :“ ∆`P `W `V ,
where P is periodic, W is the Wigner-von Neumann potential and V P ℓ1pZq.
We fix some notation. Let S :“ pS1, ..., Sdq where, for 1 ď i ď d, Si is the shift operator
(1.6) pSiuqpnq :“ upn1, ..., ni ´ 1, ..., ndq, for all n P Z
d and u P H.
We denote by τiV (resp. τ
˚
i V ) the operator of multiplication acting by
rpτiV quspnq :“ V pn1, ..., ni ´ 1, ...ndqupnq presp. rpτ
˚
i V quspnq :“ V pn1, ..., ni ` 1, ...ndqupnqq .
We will also be using the bracket notation xαy :“
a
1` |α|2. Let us now get into the details
of the potential V . All in all, we will require two conditions on V : we suppose that there exist
ρ,C ą 0 such that
xnyρ|V pnq| ď C, for all n P Zd, and(1.7)
xnyρ|ni||pV ´ τiV qpnq| ď C, for all n P Z
d and 1 ď i ď d.(1.8)
These conditions can be interpreted as a discrete version of the standard long-range type potential
|BαV pxq| ď Cxxy´|α|´ρ in the continuous case. Examples of potentials V satisfying these two
conditions include |V pnq| ď Cxny´1´ρ, the so-called short-range potential, and V pnq “ Cxny´ρ.
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The goal of this paper is to establish the LAP for H as defined in (1.1). The formulation of
the LAP requires a conjugate operator which we now introduce. But first, we need the position
operator N :“ pN1, ..., Ndq, where the Ni are defined by
pNiuqpnq :“ niupnq, DpNiq “
!
u P H :
ÿ
nPZd
|niupnq|
2 ă 8
)
.
The conjugate operator to H will be the generator of dilations denoted A and is the closure of
(1.9) A0 :“ i
dÿ
i“1
`
2´1pS˚i ` Siq ´ pS
˚
i ´ SiqNi
˘
“ i
dÿ
i“1
2´1
`
pSi ´ S
˚
i qNi `NipSi ´ S
˚
i q
˘
defined on DpA0q “ ℓ0pZ
dq, the collection of sequences with compact support. The operator A
is self-adjoint. We will also make use of the projectors onto the pure point spectral subspace of
H and its complement, denoted P and PK :“ 1´ P respectively. We define the following sets:
µpHq “ µpH 1q :“ p0, 4qztE˘pkqu for d “ 1,(1.10)
µpHq :“ r0, Epkqq Y p4d´ Epkq, 4ds for d ě 2,(1.11)
µpH 1q :“ r0, E1pkqq Y p4d´ E1pkq, 4ds for d ě 2.(1.12)
Recall E˘pkq defined by (1.5). The definitions of Epkq and E
1pkq are respectively given in
Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. We may as well already mention that the sets µ consist of points where
the classical Mourre estimate holds for H and H 1. The main result of the paper is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let E P µpHq. Then there is an open interval I containing E such that H has
finitely many eigenvalues in I and these are of finite multiplicity. Furthermore, if kerpH ´Eq Ă
DpAq, then I can be chosen so that for any s ą 1{2 and any compact interval I 1 Ă I, the reduced
LAP for H holds with respect to pI 1, s, Aq, that is to say,
(1.13) sup
xPI 1,y‰0
}xAy´spH ´ x´ iyq´1PKxAy´s} ă 8.
In particular, the following local decay estimate holds:
(1.14)
ż
R
}xNyse´itHPKθpHqu}2dt ď C}u}2, for any u P H, θ P C8c pRq, and s ą 1{2,
and the spectrum of H is purely absolutely continuous on I 1 whenever P “ 0 on I 1.
The corresponding result also holds for H 1. The last part of Theorem 1.1 are two well-known
consequences of the LAP. The local decay estimate gives a better insight into how the initial
state θpHqu diverges to infinity.
Our result is a discrete version of the LAP for the corresponding continuous Schrödinger
operator obtained by Golénia and Jecko in [GJ2], and our proof is very much inspired from
theirs. The proof is based on variations of classical Mourre theory. Classical Mourre theory was
proven very successful to study the point and continuous spectra of a wide class of self-adjoint
operators. A standard reference is the book [ABG] in which optimal results are obtained for a
wide class of potentials, and we also refer to [Sa].
In [GJ1] and [GJ2], a new approach to Mourre’s theory is developed. Their approach proves
the LAP without the use of differential inequalities. In the separate work of Gérard [G], he
proves the LAP using traditional energy estimates and introduces weighted Mourre estimates.
In [GJ2], Golénia and Jecko are able to prove the LAP under weaker conditions on the potential
than what is usually assumed in [ABG] or [Sa] for example, because their starting point is not
the classical Mourre estimate but rather the weighted Mourre estimate. Roughly speaking, the
original Mourre theory required rrV,As, As to be bounded in a weak sense, whereas the more
recent and different approaches require V to belong to a class where solely rV,As is bounded. This
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allows for new classes of potentials to be studied, such as the Wigner-von Neumann potential.
In Propositions 3.3 and 4.2, we show that the standard Mourre commutator techniques exposed
in [ABG] or [Sa] cannot be used to study the Wigner-von Neumann potential. Finally, the LAP
derived in this paper is interesting because we include a long-range type potential V in addition
to the Wigner-von Neumann potential and therefore provide new results including the question
of the absolutely continuous spectrum.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall the basic notions of classical and
weighted Mourre theory that we will be using. In the Section 3, we study the classical Mourre
theory for the one-dimensional Schrödinger operators H and H 1, and show that the Wigner-von
Neumann potential cannot be treated with the classical methods. In Section 4, we repeat our
analysis for the multi-dimensional Schrödinger operators H and H 1, and recycle results from the
one-dimensional case. In Section 5, we prove the weighted Mourre estimate that leads to the
LAP. This section is done independently of the dimension. Finally in the Appendix 6, we recall
essential facts about almost analytic extensions of C8pRq functions that we need to establish the
weighted Mourre estimate.
Acknowledgments: It is a pleasure to thank my thesis supervisor Sylvain Golénia for offering
me this topic and his generous support and guidance throughout my research. I would like to
thank the university of Bordeaux for funding my studies.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Regularity. We consider two self-adjoint operators T and A acting in some complex Hilbert
space H, and for the purpose of the overview T will be bounded. Given k P N, we say that T is
of class CkpAq, and write H P CkpAq if the map
(2.1) R Q t ÞÑ eitATe´itAu P H
has the usual CkpRq regularity for every u P H. Let I be an open interval of R. We say that
T is locally of class CkpAq on I , and write T P Ck
I
pAq, if for all ϕ P C8c pRq with support in I ,
ϕpT q P CkpAq. The form rT,As is defined on DpAq ˆDpAq by
(2.2) xu, rT,Asvy :“ xTu,Avy ´ xAu, Tvy.
We recall the following result of [ABG, p. 250]:
Proposition 2.1. Let T P BpHq, the bounded operators on H. The following are equivalent:
(1) T P C1pAq.
(2) The form rT,As extends to a bounded form on HˆH defining a bounded operator denoted
by ad1ApT q :“ rT,As˝.
(3) T preserves DpAq and the operator TA ´ AT , defined on DpAq, extends to a bounded
operator.
Consequently, T P CkpAq if and only if the iterated commutators adpApT q :“ rad
p´1
A pT q, As˝
are bounded for 1 ď p ď k. We recall a general Lemma which can found in [GGM, section 2]:
Lemma 2.2. The class C1pAq is a ˚-algebra, that is, for T1, T2 P C
1pAq we have:
(1) T1 ` T2 P C
1pAq and rT1 ` T2, As˝ “ rT1, As˝ ` rT2, As˝.
(2) T1T2 P C
1pAq and rT1T2, As˝ “ T1rT2, As˝ ` rT1, As˝T2.
(3) T ˚1 P C
1pAq and rT ˚1 , As˝ “ rT1, As
˚
˝ .
Finally we will also need the following result from [GJ1]:
Proposition 2.3. For u, v P DpAq, the rank one operator |uyxv| : w Ñ xv,wyu is of class C1pAq.
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2.2. The scale of the different classes. Let us introduce other classes inside C1pAq. We say
that T P C1,upAq if the map
(2.3) R Q t ÞÑ eitATe´itA P BpHq
has the usual C1pRq regularity. Note the difference with definition (2.1). We say that T P C1,1pAq
if
(2.4)
ż 1
0
}rT, eitAs˝, e
itAs˝}t
´2dt ă 8.
Finally we say that T P C1`0pAq if T P C1pAq and
(2.5)
ż 1
´1
}eitArT,As˝e
´itA}|t|´1dt ă 8.
It turns out that
(2.6) C2pAq Ă C1`0pAq Ă C1,1pAq Ă C1,upAq Ă C1pAq.
The local classes are defined in the obvious way: T P C
r¨s
I
pAq if, for all ϕ P C8c pIq, ϕpT q P C
r¨spAq.
In [Sa], the LAP is obtained on compact subintervals of I when H P C1`0
I
pAq, while in [ABG,
section 7.B], it is obtained for H P C1,1pAq and this class is shown to be optimal among the
global classes in the framework.
2.3. The Mourre estimate and the LAP. Let I,J be open intervals with I Ă J , and
assume T P C1J pAq. We say that the Mourre estimate holds for T on I if there exist a finite
c ą 0 and a compact operator K such that
(2.7) EIpT qrT, iAs˝EIpT q ě c ¨EIpT q `K
in the form sense on DpAq ˆDpAq. We say that the strict Mourre estimate holds for T on I if
(2.7) holds with K “ 0. Assuming I Ă J and T P C1
J
pAq, there are finitely many eigenvalues of
T in I and they are of finite multiplicity when K ‰ 0; whereas T has no eigenvalues in I when
K “ 0. This is a direct and easy consequence of the Virial Theorem ([Sa], [ABG, Proposition
7.2.10]). Recent variations of classical Mourre theory make use of a weighted Mourre estimate :
(2.8) EIpT qrT, iϕpAqs˝EIpT q ě EIpT qxAy
´spc`KqxAy´sEIpT q
where 0 ă c ă 8, s ą 1{2 and ϕ is some function in BbpRq, the bounded Borel functions. This
type of estimate appears in [G] and [GJ2]. Recall that P is the orthogonal projection onto the
pure point spectral subspace of H, and PK :“ 1 ´ P . We now quote the essential criterion
established in [GJ2] that we will need to prove the LAP for H as defined in (1.1).
Theorem 2.4. [GJ2] Let I be an open interval, and assume that PKθpT q P C1pAq for all θ P
C8c pIq. Assume the existence of an s0 P p1{2, 1s with the following property : for any s P p1{2, s0s,
there exist a finite c ą 0 and a compact operator K such that for all R ě 1, there exists ψR P BbpRq
so that the following projected weighted Mourre estimate
(2.9) PKEIpT qrT, iϕRpA{Rqs˝EIpT qP
K ě PKEIpT qxA{Ry
´spc`KqxA{Ry´sEIpT qP
K
holds. Then for all s ą 1{2 and compact I 1 with I 1 Ă I, the reduced LAP (1.13) for T holds
with respect to pI 1, s, Aq.
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3. The One-Dimensional Case
We begin with the study of the one-dimensional operator. We write the Laplacian in terms of
the shift operators defined in (1.6) : ∆ “ 2´pS˚`Sq. Note that rS,∆s˝ “ rS
˚,∆s˝ “ 0. Recall
that A is the conjugate operator to H introduced in (1.9). It is the closure of the operator:
(3.1)
A0 :“ ´i
`
2´1pS˚ ` Sq `NpS˚ ´ Sq
˘
“ i
`
2´1pS˚ ` Sq ´ pS˚ ´ SqN
˘
, DpA0q “ ℓ0pZq.
The domain of A has been explicitely shown to be DpAq “ DpNpS˚ ´ Sqq and this operator has
been shown to be self-adjoint (cf. [GGo]). Moreover A is unitarily equivalent to the self-adjoint
realization of the operator
AF :“ i sinpξq
d
dξ
` i
d
dξ
sinpξq, DpAF q :“ tf P L
2pr´π, πs, dξq : AFf P L
2pr´π, πs, dξqu.
3.1. C1pAq Regularity. We now show that H and H 1 are of class C1pAq.
Proposition 3.1. The form r∆, iAs extends to a bounded form denoted r∆, iAs˝ and
(3.2) r∆, iAs˝ “ ∆p4´∆q.
Furthermore ∆ is of class C8pAq.
Proof. A straightforward and well-known computation shows that xu, r∆, iAsvy “ xu,∆p4´∆qvy
for all u, v P ℓ0pZq. Thus r∆, iAs extends to a bounded form and we have (3.2). Using induction
and applying Lemma 2.2 shows that adkAp∆q is a polynomial of degree k ` 1 in ∆. 
For future reference when we deal with the multi-dimensional case, let us introduce the fol-
lowing function ̺AT : R Ñ p´8,`8s defined for a pair of self-adjoint operators T and A:
̺AT pEq :“ sup
 
a P R : Dǫ ą 0 such that EIpE;ǫqpT qrT, iAs˝EIpE;ǫqpT q ě a ¨EIpE;ǫqpT q
(
.
Here IpE; ǫq is the open interval of radius ǫ ą 0 centered at E P R. It is known for example that
̺AT is lower semicontinuous and ̺
A
T pEq ă 8 if and only if E P σpT q. For more properties of this
function, see [ABG, chapter 7]. As a consequence of (3.2), we have for E P p0, 4q:
(3.3) ̺A∆pEq “ Ep4´ Eq.
Define the bounded operators
(3.4) KW :“ 2
´1W pS˚ ` Sq ` 2´1pS˚ ` SqW, and BW :“ UW˜ pS
˚ ´ Sq ´ pS˚ ´ SqW˜U,
where W˜ is the operator pW˜uqpnq :“ q sinpknqupnq and U is the operator
pUuqpnq :“ δZzt0upnqsignpnqupnq. A simple calculation shows that for all u, v P ℓ0pZq,
(3.5) xu, rW, iAsvy “ xu,KW vy ` xu,BW vy.
We also investigate the form rW 1, iAs. Define the bounded operators
(3.6) KW 1 :“ 2
´1W 1pS˚ ` Sq ` 2´1pS˚ ` SqW 1, and BW 1 :“ W˜ pS
˚ ´ Sq ´ pS˚ ´ SqW˜ .
A straightforward computation shows that for all u, v P ℓ0pZq,
xu, rW 1, iAsvy “ xu,KW 1vy ` xu,BW 1vy.
Hence both rW, iAs and rW 1, iAs extend to bounded forms and we have
(3.7) rW, iAs˝ “ KW `BW , and rW
1, iAs˝ “ KW 1 `BW 1 .
Note that KW and KW 1 are compact, while BW and BW 1 are bounded (but not compact by
Proposition 3.3). Finally, we turn to the form rV, iAs. For u P ℓ0pZq we have
ppV A´AV quqpnq “ ipn´ 2´1qpV pnq´V pn´ 1qqupn´ 1q` ipn´ 2´1qpV pnq´V pn` 1qqupn` 1q.
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Therefore in the form sense, we have for u, v P ℓ0pZq,
(3.8) xu, rV, iAsvy “ ´xu,
“
pN ´ 2´1qpV ´ τV qS ` pN ´ 2´1qpV ´ τ˚V qS˚
‰
vy.
By hypothesis (1.8), we see that rV, iAs can be extended to a bounded form, and that rV, iAs˝ is
a compact operator. The above discussion leads to:
Proposition 3.2. H “ ∆`W ` V and H 1 “ ∆`W 1 ` V are of class C1pAq.
We now explain why the usual Mourre theory with conjugate operator A cannot be applied. We
have proved that H P C1pAq, however in order to apply the standard Mourre theory, one typically
has to prove that H is in a better class of regularity w.r.t. A. As mentionned previously, the
existing standard theory in [ABG] is optimal for the class C1,1pAq. However, we are not dealing
with potentials in this class as shown in the following Proposition. The same phenomenon occurs
in the case of the continuous Schrödinger operator (cf. [GJ2]).
Proposition 3.3. H and H 1 are not of class C1,upAq.
Proof. We stick with H as the same proof works for H 1. Since ∆ P C8pAq, we have ∆ P C1,upAq.
Let us assume by contradiction that H P C1,upAq. Then H ´∆ P C1,upAq. In particular
lim
tÑ0
“
e´itApH ´∆qeitA ´ pH ´∆q
‰
t´1 “ rpH ´∆q, iAs˝ “ rpW ` V q, iAs˝
is a compact operator as the norm limit of compact operators. As explained before, rV, iAs˝ is
compact, and rW, iAs˝ is the sum of the compact operator KW and the bounded operator BW .
We show that BW is not compact, and this will be our contradiction. Consider the sequence
pδjqjě2 of unit vectors in ℓ
2pZq satisfying pδjqpnq “ δj;n. Then
BW δj “ q psinpkpj ´ 1qq ´ sinpkjqq δj´1 ´ q psinpkpj ` 1qq ´ sinpkjqq δj`1.
For this operator to be compact, we require
0 “ lim
jÑ8
|q|| sinpkpj ´ 1qq ´ sinpkjq| ` |q|| sinpkpj ` 1qq ´ sinpkjq|
“ lim
jÑ8
2|q|| cospkj ´ k{2q|| sinpk{2q| ` 2|q|| cospkj ` k{2q|| sinpk{2q|.
As j Ñ 8, we would need kj ´ k{2 Ñ π{2 (mod π) and kj ` k{2 Ñ π{2 (mod π), but this is
not possible precisely because k R πZ. 
3.2. Classical Mourre Theory. In this section we derive the classical Mourre estimate (2.7) for
the one-dimensional Schrödinger operator H. From the previous section, we know that rV, iAs˝
is compact and that rW, iAs˝ “ KW `BW , with KW compact but BW just bounded. Therefore,
in order to derive the Mourre estimate, what really remains to show is that EIp∆qBWEIp∆q is
compact for some well-chosen I Ă p0, 4q. We show precisely:
Lemma 3.4. Recall that E˘pkq :“ 2 ˘ 2 cospk{2q. Let E P r0, 4sztE˘pkqu. Then there exists
ǫpEq ą 0 such that for all θ P C8c pRq supported on I :“ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq, θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0. Thus
θp∆qBW 1θp∆q “ 0 and θp∆qBW θp∆q is compact.
The proof of this Lemma is deferred to the end of this section, but note that the last part of
the Lemma is easy, since if θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0, then
θp∆qBW 1θp∆q “ θp∆qW˜θp∆qpS
˚ ´ Sq ´ pS˚ ´ Sqθp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0.
Commuting U with ∆ produces a finite rank, hence compact operator by (3.9), so θp∆qBW θp∆q
is compact. The classical Mourre estimate for H and H 1 is easily deduced:
Proposition 3.5. For every E P p0, 4qztE˘pkqu, there is an open interval I containing E such
that the Mourre estimate (2.7) holds for H and H 1. In particular, the number of eigenvalues of
H and H 1 in I are finite and they are of finite multiplicity.
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Proof. For E P p0, 4qztE˘pkqu, let θ P C
8
c pRq be as in Lemma 3.4, with supppθq “ I . By the
resolvent identity, Ω :“ θpHq ´ θp∆q is compact. We have for some operator K:
θpHqrH, iAs˝θpHq “ θp∆qrH, iAs˝θp∆q ` ΩrH, iAs˝θpHq ` θp∆qrH, iAs˝Ω
“ θp∆q∆p4´∆qθp∆q `K.
By functional calculus, θp∆q∆p4´∆qθp∆q ě cθ2p∆q, c :“ minxPI xp4´ xq. Thus
θpHqrH, iAs˝θpHq ě cθ
2pHq `K ` cpθ2p∆q ´ θ2pHqq.
For all open intervals I 1 with I 1 Ă I , we obtain the Mourre estimate when applying EI 1pHq to
either sides of the last inequality. 
We now show that compactness of EIpHqBWEIpHq is not possible for all intervals I centered
about E˘pkq. Thanks to the relations
(3.9) S˚U “ US˚ ` δt0uS
˚ ` δt´1uS
˚, and SU “ US ´ δt0uS ´ δt1uS,
one shows that
(3.10) θp∆qBW θp∆q “ Uθp∆q
´
W˜ pS˚ ´ Sq ´ pS˚ ´ SqW˜
¯
θp∆q ` compact.
Proposition 3.6. Fix E P tE˘pkqu. For all θ P C
8
c pRq with supppθq Q E, θp∆qBW θp∆q and
θp∆qBW 1θp∆q are not compact.
Proof. We show that Q :“ θp∆qrW˜ pS˚´Sq´ pS˚´SqW˜ sθp∆q “ θp∆qBW 1θp∆q is not compact
for all θ supported about E˘pkq. Applying U to this operator does not make the product any
more compact, and so the result will follow by (3.10). In Fourier space, Q becomes
(3.11) θp2´ 2 cosp¨qq
`
rqpTk ´ T´kq{2isr´2i sinp¨qs ´ r´2i sinp¨qsrqpTk ´ T´kq{2is
˘
θp2´ 2 cosp¨qq.
Here Tk is the operator of translation by k. It is not hard to see that if φ solves
(3.12) 2´ 2 cospφq “ 2´ 2 cospφ` kq, or 2´ 2 cospφq “ 2´ 2 cospφ´ kq
then it is possible to construct a sequence of «delta» functions fn supported in a neighborhood
of φ converging weakly to zero, but }fn}2 “ 1. The solutions to the previous equations are
φ “ k{2, π ´ k{2 for the first, and φ “ ´k{2, π ` k{2 for the second. Either way, we retrieve the
threshold energies E˘pkq “ 2˘ 2 cospk{2q. 
The rest of the section is devoted to proving Lemma 3.4. For future reference for the multi-
dimensional case, what follows is done in d dimensions. Let k P T :“ RzπZ pmod 2πq, and let
Tk be the multiplication operator on ℓ
2pZdq given by pTkuqpnq :“ e
ikpn1`...`ndqupnq. Then Tk
corresponds to a translation in the Fourier space of 2π-periodic functions by k in each direction,
that is, pFTkF
´1fqpξq “ fpξ ` kq (see (1.4) for the definition of the Fourier transform). We
analyze how ∆ and Tk commute. We have:
pFTk∆F
´1fqpξq “ fpξ ` kq
dÿ
i“1
p2´ 2 cospξi ` kqq
“ fpξ ` kq
dÿ
i“1
“
2´ 2 cospkq cospξiq ´ 2 sinpkq
a
1´ cos2pξiqp21r0,πspξiq ´ 1q
‰
.(3.13)
Denote by q1r0,πs,i the operator on ℓ2pZdq satisfying pFq1r0,πs,iF´1fqpξq “ 1r0,πspξiqfpξq. Note thatq1r0,πs,i is a bounded self-adjoint operator with spectrum σpq1r0,πs,iq “ ess ran p1r0,πspξiqq “ t0, 1u.
Moreover q1r0,πs,i commutes with q1r0,πs,j and ∆j for all 1 ď i, j ď d. Here ∆j is the Laplacian
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restricted to the jth dimension : pF∆jF
´1fqpξq “ fpξqp2 ´ 2 cospξjqq and σp∆jq “ r0, 4s. For
fixed k P T , define the function gk for px, yq P r0, 4s ˆ t0, 1u by
(3.14) gkpx, yq :“ 2` px´ 2q cospkq ´ sinpkq
a
xp4´ xqp2y ´ 1q
and the bounded self-adjoint operators on ℓ2pZdq,
gkp∆i, q1r0,πs,iq :“ 2` p∆i ´ 2q cospkq ´ sinpkqa∆ip4´∆iqp2q1r0,πs,i ´ 1q.
Then (3.13) provides us with the following key relation:
Tk∆ “
˜
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i, q1r0,πs,iq
¸
Tk.
In particular, for all z P CzR,
Tkpz ´∆q
´1 “
˜
z ´
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i, q1r0,πs,iq
¸´1
Tk.
For θ P C8c pRq, the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula yields
θ
˜
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i,q1r0,πs,iq
¸
“
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
˜
z ´
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i,q1r0,πs,iq
¸´1
dz ^ dz.
Hence we have derived the following formula :
(3.15) Tkθp∆q “ θ
˜
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i,q1r0,πs,iq
¸
Tk.
Since t∆i, q1r0,πs,iudi“1 forms a family of 2d self-adjoint commuting operators, we may apply the
functional calculus for such operators. We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We apply (3.15) with d “ 1 and get
θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ θp∆qθpgkp∆, q1r0,πsqqqTk{p2iq ´ θp∆qθpg2π´kp∆,q1r0,πsqqqT2π´k{p2iq.
We show that for all k P T , one may choose θ appropriately so that θp∆qθpgkp∆, q1r0,πsqq “ 0.
Also, as will be seen shortly, we will have θp∆qθpgkp∆, q1r0,πsqq “ 0 iff θp∆qθpg2π´kp∆,q1r0,πsqq “ 0.
We appeal to the functional calculus for two self-adjoint commuting operators. Consider the
function gkpx, yq of (3.14) defined for px, yq P σp∆q ˆ σpq1r0,πsq “ r0, 4s ˆ t0, 1u. We show that
for all E P r0, 4sztE˘pkqu, there exists ǫpEq ą 0 such that for the interval I :“ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq,
(3.16) I X tgkpx, yq : x P I, y P t0, 1uu “ H.
In this way if supppθq “ I , then we will have θpxqθpgkpx, yqq “ 0 as required. Set
(3.17) Epkq :“ tE P r0, 4s : there exists y P t0, 1u such that E “ gkpE, yqu.
Clearly if E P Epkq, then (3.16) does not hold at E. To simplify the analysis, we let
(3.18) gk;˘pxq :“ 2` px´ 2q cospkq ˘ sinpkq
a
xp4´ xq and hk;˘pxq :“ gk;˘pxq ´ x.
Notice that hk;˘pE˘pkqq “ 0, and so E˘pkq P Epkq. To show that Epkq “ tE´pkq, E`pkqu, it is
equivalent to show that these are the only roots of hk;˘. Because of the symmetry relations
(3.19) gk;`pxq “ 4´ gk;´p4´ xq and hk;`pxq “ ´hk;´p4´ xq,
we may focus our analysis on gk;´ and hk;´. Define αpkq :“ pcospkq´1qpsinpkqq
´1. The equation
h1k;´pxq “ pcospkq ´ 1q ´ sinpkqp´x` 2qpxp4 ´ xqq
´1{2 “ 0
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y
Figure 1. gk;´, gk;`, hk;´ and hk;` for k “ π{3 (left) and k “ 2π{3 (right)
can be solved via the the quadratic formula and yields a single solution given by#
2` 2
a
1´ p1` α2pkqq´1 if k P p0, πq
2´ 2
a
1´ p1` α2pkqq´1 if k P pπ, 2πq.
Consequently hk;´ has exactly one local extremum. Combining this with the fact that hk;´ is
continuous, hk;´p0q “ 2´ 2 cospkq ą 0 and hk;´p4q “ ´2` 2 cospkq ă 0, we conclude that E´pkq
is the only root of hk;´. By (3.19) we immediately get that E`pkq is the only root of hk;`. We
move on to the analysis of gk;´. The equation
g1k;´pxq “ cospkq ´ sinpkqp´x` 2qpxp4 ´ xqq
´1{2 “ 0
has a single solution given by
λ´pkq :“
#
2´ 2
a
1´ p1` β2pkqq´1 “ 2´ 2| cospkq| if k P p0, π{2s Y pπ, 3π{2s
2` 2
a
1´ p1` β2pkqq´1 “ 2` 2| cospkq| if k P rπ{2, πq Y r3π{2, 2πq.
Here βpkq :“ cotpkq. We conclude that gk;´ has exactly one local extremum. We note that
gk;´pλ´pkqq “ 0 when k P p0, πq and gk;´pλ´pkqq “ 4 when k P pπ, 2πq. Finally, we have
h2k;´pxq “ g
2
k;´pxq “ 4 sinpkqpxp4 ´ xqq
´3{2.
We summarize the relevant details in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. We are ready to complete the proof.
Case k P p0, πq, y “ 0: Depending on E P r0, 4sztE´pkqu, we show that there exists an interval
I Q E such that one of the two following hold:
I ă gk;´pIq,(3.20)
I ą gk;´pIq.(3.21)
(A) For E P r0, E´pkqq, there is ǫ ą 0 such that E ` ǫ ă gk;´pE ` ǫq. Thus (3.20) holds for
I “ pE´ǫ, E`ǫq. (B) For E P pE´pkq, λ´pkqq, there is ǫ ą 0 such that gk;´pE´ǫq ă E´ǫ. Thus
(3.21) holds for I “ pE´ǫ, E`ǫq. (C) For E “ λ´pkq, there is ǫ1 ą 0 such that gk;´pλ´pkq´ǫ1q ă
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k λ´pkq E´pkq g
2
k;´pxq “ h
2
k;´pxq
P p0, π{2s “ 2´ 2 cospkq “ 2´ 2 cospk{2q E´pkq ă λ´pkq ą 0 @x P r0, 4s
P pπ{2, πq “ 2´ 2 cospkq = 2´ 2 cospk{2q E´pkq ă λ´pkq ą 0 @x P r0, 4s
P pπ, 3π{2q “ 2` 2 cospkq = 2´ 2 cospk{2q λ´pkq ă E´pkq ă 0 @x P r0, 4s
P r3π{2, 2πq “ 2` 2 cospkq = 2´ 2 cospk{2q λ´pkq ă E´pkq ă 0 @x P r0, 4s
Table 1. Analysis of gk;´ and hk;´ for different values of k
x 0 E´pkq λ´pkq 4
gk;´pxq Œ Œ 0 Õ
hk;´pxq ` 0 ´ ´
x 0 λ´pkq E´pkq 4
gk;´pxq Õ 4 Œ Œ
hk;´pxq ` ` 0 ´
Table 2. Variations of gk;´ and sign of hk;´ for k P p0, πq (left) and k P pπ, 2πq (right)
λ´pkq ´ ǫ1. Thus r0, gk;´pλ´pkq ´ ǫ1qs “ gk;´prλ´pkq ´ ǫ1, λ´pkqsq ă rλ´pkq ´ ǫ1, λ´pkqs. By
continuity of gk;´ there is ǫ2 ą 0 such that gk;´ prλ´pkq, λ´pkq ` ǫ2sq “ r0, gk;´pλ´pkq ` ǫ2qs Ă
r0, gk;´pλ´pkq ´ ǫ1qs. Thus (3.21) holds for I “ pλ´pkq ´ ǫ1, λ´pkq ` ǫ2q. (D) Finally for
E P pλ´pkq, 4s, there is ǫ ą 0 such that hk;´ptq ă ´2ǫ for all t P rE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫs, and so
gk;´pE ` ǫq ă E ´ ǫ. Thus (3.21) holds for I “ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq.
Case k P p0, πq, y “ 1: We denote λ`pkq “ 4 ´ λ´pkq the location of the extremum of gk;`.
Depending on E P r0, 4sztE`pkqu, one procedes in the same fashion as before to show that there
exists an interval I Q E such that one of the two following hold:
I ă gk;`pIq,(3.22)
I ą gk;`pIq.(3.23)
The case of k P pπ, 2πq is also covered because gp2π´kq;`pxq “ gk;´pxq for all k P T . 
k λ`pkq E`pkq g
2
k;`pxq “ h
2
k;`pxq
P p0, π{2s “ 2` 2 cospkq “ 2` 2 cospk{2q λ`pkq ă E`pkq ă 0 @x P r0, 4s
P pπ{2, πq “ 2` 2 cospkq = 2` 2 cospk{2q λ`pkq ă E`pkq ă 0 @x P r0, 4s
P pπ, 3π{2q “ 2´ 2 cospkq = 2` 2 cospk{2q E`pkq ă λ`pkq ą 0 @x P r0, 4s
P r3π{2, 2πq “ 2´ 2 cospkq = 2` 2 cospk{2q E`pkq ă λ`pkq ą 0 @x P r0, 4s
Table 3. Analysis of gk;` and hk;` for different values of k
x 0 λ`pkq E`pkq 4
gk;`pxq Õ 4 Œ Œ
hk;`pxq ` ` 0 ´
x 0 E`pkq λ`pkq 4
gk;`pxq Œ Œ 0 Õ
hk;`pxq ` 0 ´ ´
Table 4. Variations of gk;` and sign of hk;` for k P p0, πq (left) and k P pπ, 2πq (right)
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4. The Multi-dimensional Case
We introduce the tensor product notation. The position space is the Hilbert space H “
ℓ2pZdq « bdi“1ℓ
2pZq. The d-dimensional Laplacian is equivalent to
∆ « ∆1 b 1b ...b 1 ` 1b∆2 b ...b 1 ` ... ` 1b ...b 1b∆d
where the ∆i are copies of the one-dimensional Laplacian. The potentials W and V cannot be
written explicitely in tensor product notation, whereas W 1 can. The generator of dilations is
A « A1 b 1b ...b 1 ` 1bA2 b ...b 1 ` ... ` 1b ...b 1bAd, DpAq :“ b
d
i“1DpAiq
where the Ai are copies of the 1d generator of dilations defined as the closure of (3.1). Since the
copies Ai are all self-adjoint, A is self-adjoint.
4.1. C1pAq Regularity. It is immediate that r∆, iAs extends to a bounded form and
r∆, iAs˝ « ∆1p4´∆1q b 1...b 1 ` 1b∆2p4´∆2q b ...b 1 ` ... ` 1b ... b 1b∆dp4´∆dq.
By induction, we have that ∆ P C8pAq. We turn to the potential W . Define
KW :“ 2
´1W
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ` Siq ` 2
´1
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ` SiqW,(4.1)
BW :“
dÿ
i“1
UiW˜ pS
˚
i ´ Siq ´
dÿ
i“1
pS˚i ´ SiqW˜Ui,(4.2)
where the Ui are the operators pUiuqpnq :“ ni|n|
´1upnq and W˜ is the operator pW˜uqpnq :“
q sinpkpn1 ` ...` ndqqupnq. We have that for all u, v P ℓ0pZ
dq,
xu, rW, iAsvy “ xu,KW vy ` xu,BW vy.
Thus rW, iAs extends to a bounded operator and rW, iAs˝ “ KW `BW . For the potential W
1,
rW 1, iAs˝ « rW
1
1, iA1s˝ bW
1
2 b ...bW
1
d ` W
1
1 b rW
1
2, iA2s˝ b ...bW
1
d
` ... ` W 11 b ...bW
1
d´1 b rW
1
d, iAds˝
:“ KW 1 `BW 1
where
(4.3) KW 1 :“ KW 11 bW
1
2 b ...bW
1
d ` W
1
1 bKW 12 b ...bW
1
d ` ... ` W
1
1 b ...bW
1
d´1 bKW 1d ,
(4.4) BW 1 :“ BW 11 bW
1
2 b ...bW
1
d ` W
1
1 bBW 12 b ...bW
1
d ` ... ` W
1
1 b ...bW
1
d´1 bBW 1d ,
(4.5) KW 1i “ 2
´1W 1i pS
˚
i ` Siq ` 2
´1pS˚i ` SiqW
1
i , and BW 1i “ W˜
1
i pS
˚
i ´ Siq ´ pS
˚
i ´ SiqW˜
1
i .
Here W 1i and W˜
1
i are one-dimensional operators defined by pW
1
iuqpnq “ qi sinpkinqn
´1upnq, and
pW˜ 1iuqpnq :“ qi sinpkinqupnq. Note that KW and KW 1 are compact, while BW and BW 1 are
bounded but not compact by Proposition 4.2. As for the form rV, iAs, we have as in (3.8) that
for all u, v P ℓ0pZ
dq,
(4.6) xu, rV, iAsvy “ ´
dÿ
i“1
xu,
“
pNi ´ 2
´1qpV ´ τiV qSi ` pNi ´ 2
´1qpV ´ τ˚i V qS
˚
i
‰
vy.
Hypothesis (1.8) allows us to extend rV, iAs into a compact operator. This leads to the following
Proposition 4.1. H and H 1 are of class C1pAq.
As in the one-dimensional case, we have
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Proposition 4.2. H and H 1 are not of class C1,upAq.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 3.3, one shows that BW and BW 1 are not compact. This
can be done by considering the sequence pδjqjľ2 of unit vectors in ℓ
2pZdq satisfying pδjqpnq “
δj;n1δ0;n2 ¨ ¨ ¨ δ0;nd . This sequence is converging weakly to zero. If BW 1 was compact, we would
require BW 1δj to converge strongly to zero, but this would lead to the same contradiction as in
Proposition 3.3. As for BW , we commute Ui with pS
˚
i ´ Siq to produce a compact and get
BW “
dÿ
i“1
UirW˜ pS
˚
i ´ Siq ´ pS
˚
i ´ SiqW˜ s ` compact.
Again, applying this operator to δj and requiring the limit to converge strongly to zero would
generate the same contradiction. 
4.2. Classical Mourre Theory. Recall that σp∆q “ σp∆1q ` ...` σp∆dq “ r0, 4ds. We would
like to identify the sub-intervals of σp∆q for which a strict Mourre estimate for ∆ holds. Recall
the function ρAT pEq introduced in (3.1). In the setting of the tensor product of two operators we
have the standard result [ABG, Theorem 8.3.6] :
(4.7) ̺AT pEq “ inf
E“x1`x2
r̺A1T1 px1q ` ̺
A2
T2
px2qs,
where T :“ T1 b 1 ` 1 b T2 and A :“ A1 b 1 ` 1 b A2 are an arbitrary pair of conjugate self-
adjoint operators. As a consequence of (3.3), we infer that in the case of d “ 2, 0 ă ̺A∆pEq ă 8
if and only if E P p0, 8qzt4u, so that the strict Mourre estimate for ∆ holds at every point of the
spectrum of ∆, except at the critical points t0, 4, 8u. If d ą 2, then a similar formula to (4.7)
holds with nested terms. One easily sees that 0 ă ̺A∆pEq ă 8 if and only if E P p0, 4dqzt4ju
d´1
j“1 ,
so that the strict Mourre estimate holds at every point of the spectrum of ∆, except at the
critical points t4judj“0. For the special case of the discrete Laplacian, the classic strict Mourre
estimate can be derived without resorting to (4.7) whose proof is somewhat elaborate. We show
how this can be done.
We work in two dimensions, but remark that the same setup can be generalized for d ą 2. Let
ǫ P p0, 2q be given and let I “ pǫ, 4 ´ ǫq. By (3.2), we have
(4.8) EIp∆iqr∆i, iAis˝EIip∆iq ě ǫp4´ ǫqEIp∆iq.
The following Proposition converts the one dimensional (optimal) strict Mourre estimate for ∆
into a two dimensional strict Mourre estimate.
Proposition 4.3. For every ǫ P p0, 2q, let I :“ pǫ, 4´ ǫq, or I :“ p4 ` ǫ, 8´ ǫq. Then the strict
Mourre estimate holds for the two-dimensional Laplacian ∆ on I, namely:
(4.9) EIp∆qr∆, iAs˝EIp∆q ě ǫp4´ ǫqEIp∆q.
Proof. We consider the case I “ pǫ, 4 ´ ǫq, as the other case is similar. Note that χIpx1 ` x2q
is supported on the open set U :“ tpx1, x2q P r0, 4s ˆ r0, 4s : x1 ` x2 P Iu which has the
form of a trapezoid. We decompose U in four regions, namely Up1,1q :“ U X r0, ǫq ˆ r0, ǫq,
Up1,2q :“ UXr0, ǫqˆrǫ, 4´ǫq, Up2,1q :“ UXrǫ, 4´ǫqˆr0, ǫq, and Up2,2q :“ UXrǫ, 4´ǫqˆrǫ, 4´ǫq.
For n P N and pi, jq P t1, ..., 2nu ˆ t1, ..., 2nu, consider the disjoint intervals of the form
I1;i;n :“
“
pi´ 1q2´nǫ, i2´nǫ
˘
and I2;j;n :“
“
ǫ` pj ´ 1q2´np4´ 2ǫq, ǫ` j2´np4´ 2ǫq
˘
which satisfy Y2
n
i“1I1;i;n “ r0, ǫq and Y
2n
j“1I2;j;n “ rǫ, 4 ´ ǫq. For α, β P t1, 2u, let
Fα,β,n :“ tpi, jq P t1, ..., 2
nu ˆ t1, ..., 2nu : Iα;i;n ˆ Iβ;j;n Ă Upα,βqu.
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Figure 2. Support of χIpx1 ` x2q for I “ p0.5, 3.5q.
Then
lim
nÑ8
ď
pi,jqPFα,β,n
Iα;i;n ˆ Iβ;j;n “ Upα,βq.
In terms of operators, we have
s-lim
nÑ8
ÿ
α,β“1,2
ÿ
pi,jqPFα,β,n
EIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2q “ EIp∆q.
Now, r∆, iAs˝ “ r∆1, iA1s˝ b 1` 1b r∆2, iA2s˝, so for fixed n we calculate:¨˝ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
EIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2q
‚˛r∆, iAs˝
¨˝ ÿ
α1,β1
ÿ
pi1,j1q
EIα1;i1;np∆1q b EIβ1;j1;np∆2q
‚˛
“
ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
ÿ
α1
ÿ
pi1,jq
EIα;i;np∆1qr∆1, iA1s˝EIα1;i1;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2q
`
ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
ÿ
β1
ÿ
pi,j1q
EIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2qr∆2, iA2s˝EIβ1;j1;np∆2q
ě
ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
EIα;i;np∆1qr∆1, iA1s˝EIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2q
`
ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
EIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2qr∆2, iA2s˝EIβ;j;np∆2q
ě
ÿ
α,β
ÿ
pi,jq
pcα;i;n ` cβ;j;nqEIα;i;np∆1q b EIβ;j;np∆2q
for some positive constants cα;i;n and cβ;j;n which can possibly be 0 if α “ 1 and i “ 1 or
if β “ 1 and j “ 1. However cα;i;n and cβ;j;n are not independent since pi, jq P Fα,β,n; in fact
cα;i;n`cβ;j;n ě ǫp4´ǫq ą 0 for all α, β P t1, 2u and pi, jq P Fα,β,n. The case α “ β “ 1 is the least
obvious. Consider Cpx1, x2q “ x1p4´ x1q ` x2p4´ x2q defined for px1, x2q P r0, ǫq ˆ r0, ǫq which
represents how cα;i;n` cβ;j;n varies. Then c1;i;n` c1;j;n ě Cpx1, ǫ´x1q “ ´2x
2
1`2x1ǫ´ ǫ
2`4ǫ ě
´ǫ2 ` 4ǫ. The proof is now complete by taking the limit nÑ8. 
We are now working our way towards a classic Mourre estimate (2.7) for the full Schrödinger
operator H. As in the one-dimensional case, rV, iAs˝ is compact, and rW, iAs˝ is the sum of a
compact operator KW and a bounded operator BW defined by (4.2), so we really only have to
show that EIpHqBWEIpHq is compact. Let k P T :“ RzπZ pmod 2πq.
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Proposition 4.4. Let
(4.10) Epkq :“
#
4´ 4 cospk{2q for k P p0, πq
4` 4 cospk{2q for k P pπ, 2πq
and µpHq :“ r0, Epkqq Y p4d´ Epkq, 4ds.
For each E P µpHq there exists ǫpEq ą 0 such that for all θ P C8c pRq supported on I :“
pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq, θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ 0. In particular, θp∆qBW θp∆q is compact. Consequently, for
every E P µpHq, the classical Mourre estimate (2.7) holds for H on I 1, where I 1 Ă I.
Remark 4.1. The unitary transformation upnq ÞÑ p´1qn1`...`ndupnq for all u P H :“ ℓ2pZdq
shows that ∆ and 4d ´ ∆ are unitarily equivalent, (and likewise for H :“ ∆ ` W ` V and
4d ´ ∆ ` W ` V ). Because of this symmetry, showing that θp∆qBW θp∆q is compact for θ
supported on I “ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq and E P r0, Epkqq implies it for E P p4d ´ Epkq, 4ds (and vice
versa). This symmetry is due to the bipartite structure of Zd.
Remark 4.2. That θp∆qBW θp∆q is compact and not zero is because commuting Ui with ∆
produces a compact operator. Then using the strict Mourre estimate for ∆ from Proposition 4.3,
one derives the Mourre estimate for H in the same way as in Proposition 3.5.
Proof. The strategy is the same as in 1d (cf. Lemma 3.4 for the notation). Thanks to (3.15),
(4.11)
θp∆qW˜θp∆q “ θp∆qθ
˜
dÿ
i“1
gkp∆i,q1r0,πs,iq
¸
qTk{p2iq´θp∆qθ
˜
dÿ
i“1
g2π´kp∆i, q1r0,πs,iq
¸
qT2π´k{p2iq,
and so it is enough to show that θp∆qθ
´ř
i gkp∆i,
q1r0,πs,iq¯ “ 0 for k P T and θ appropriately
chosen. We appeal to the functional calculus for self-adjoint commuting operators. Consider the
function gkpx, yq of (3.14) defined for px, yq P σp∆iq ˆ σpq1r0,πs,iq “ r0, 4s ˆ t0, 1u. We want to
find ǫpEq ą 0 such that for the interval I :“ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq we have
(4.12) I X
 ÿ
1ďiďd
gkpxi, yiq : px1, ..., xdq P R and py1, ..., ydq P t0, 1u
d
(
“ H
where R is the region defined by R :“ tpx1, ..., xdq P r0, 4s
d : x1 ` ... ` xd P Iu. In this way if
supppθq “ I , then we will have θpx1 ` ...` xdqθp
ř
i gkpxi, yiqq “ 0 as required. Set
(4.13) Edpkq :“ tE P r0, 4ds : there exist px1, ..., xdq P r0, 4s
d and py1, ..., ydq P t0, 1u
d
such that E “ x1 ` ...` xd “ gkpx1, y1q ` ...` gkpxd, ydqu.
If E P Edpkq, then (4.12) does not hold at E. Note also that Edpkq “ Edp2π ´ kq. First we work
in d “ 2, and extend the result for d ě 3 at the very end. To identify the set E2pkq, we solve
(4.14) Ek;˚;˛ : hk;˚px1q ` hk;˛px2q “ 0, for ˚, ˛ P t´,`u.
We denote by Sk;˚;˛ the solutions to Ek;˚;˛ and let Ek;˚;˛ :“ tx1`x2 : px1, x2q P Sk;˚;˛u. By (3.19),
px1, x2q P Sk;´;´ iff p4´x1, 4´x2q P Sk;`;`. By symmetry, px1, x2q P Sk;´;` iff px2, x1q P Sk;`;´.
We focus first on Ek;´;´. In this case, note that px1, x2q is a solution iff px2, x1q is a solution.
With the change of variables px1, x2q “ p2´2 cospφq, 2´2 cospϕqq, pφ,ϕq P r0, πs
2, Ek;´;´ becomes
´2 cospφqpcospkq ´ 1q ´ 2 sinpkq sinpφq ´ 2 cospϕqpcospkq ´ 1q ´ 2 sinpkq sinpϕq “ 0
which reduces to
(4.15) ´ 8 sinpk{2q sinppφ` ϕ´ kq{2q cosppφ´ ϕq{2q “ 0.
Thus pφ`ϕ´kq{2 “ 0 rmod πs or pφ´ϕq{2 “ π{2 rmod πs. Considering pφ,ϕq P r0, πs2 and the
cases k P p0, πq and k P pπ, 2πq separately, one can rule out several possibilities. Let Jk :“ r0, ks
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Figure 3. Solutions S´;´, S`;`, S´;` and S`;´ to Ek;˚;˛ for k “ π{3 and ˚, ˛ P
t´,`u, d “ 2
if k P p0, πq, and Jk :“ rk ´ π, πs if k P pπ, 2πq. The valid solutions of the previous equation are
pφ,ϕq P tp0, πq, pπ, 0q, pφ, k ´ φq,with φ P Jku. The solutions to Ek;´;´ are
Sk;´;´ “ tp0, 4q, p4, 0q, p2 ´ 2 cospφq, 2 ´ 2 cospk ´ φqq, φ P Jku,
Let fk;´;´pφq :“ 2´ 2 cospφq ` 2´ 2 cospk ´ φq “ 4´ 4 cospk{2q cospφ´ k{2q. Thus
E2pkq Ą Ek;´;´ “ t4u Y fk;´;´pJkq “
#
t4u Y r4´ 4 cospk{2q, 2 ´ 2 cospkqs for k P p0, πq
t4u Y r6` 2 cospkq, 4 ´ 4 cospk{2qs for k P pπ, 2πq.
The solutions of Ek;`;` are
Sk;`;` “ tp0, 4q, p4, 0q, p2 ` 2 cospφq, 2 ` 2 cospk ´ φqq, φ P Jku.
Let fk;`;`pφq :“ 2` 2 cospφq ` 2` 2 cospk ´ φq “ 4` 4 cospk{2q cospφ´ k{2q. Then
E2pkq Ą Ek;`;` “ t4u Y fk;`;`pJkq “
#
t4u Y r6` 2 cospkq, 4 ` 4 cospk{2qs for k P p0, πq
t4u Y r4` 4 cospk{2q, 2 ´ 2 cospkqs for k P pπ, 2πq.
We now solve Ek;´;`. With the same change of variables as before, this equation becomes
(4.16) 8 sinpk{2q sinppϕ´ φ` kq{2q cosppφ` ϕq{2q “ 0.
Let J 1k :“ rk, πs for k P p0, πq and J
1
k :“ r0, k ´ πs for k P pπ, 2πq. The solutions to this equation
are pφ,ϕq P tpφ, π ´ φq, with φ P r0, πs, pφ, φ ´ kq, with φ P J 1ku. Thus
Sk;´;` “ tpt, 4´ tq, t P r0, 4s, p2 ´ 2 cospφq, 2´ 2 cospk ´ φqq, φ P J
1
ku.
Note that fk;´;´ is strictly increasing on J
1
k. Thus
E2pkq Ą Ek;´;` “ t4u Y fk;´;´pJ
1
kq “
#
t4u Y r2´ 2 cospkq, 6 ` 2 cospkqs for k P p0, πq
t4u Y r2´ 2 cospkq, 6 ` 2 cospkqs for k P pπ, 2πq.
Finally, by symmetry, Ek;`;´ “ Ek;´;`. Putting together our previous results, we have
(4.17) E2pkq “ rλℓpkq, λrpkqs “ Ek;´;´ Y Ek;`;` Y Ek;´;` Y Ek;`;´.
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We now aim to derive (4.12) on Lk :“ r0, Epkqq for all k P T . Fix k P T and λ P Lk. For
λ P Lk define the function Fλ;k on r0, λs by
Fλ;kpxq :“
#
hk;´pxq ` hk;´pλ´ xq for pλ, kq P Mk :“ Lk ˆ p0, πq
hk;`pxq ` hk;`pλ´ xq for pλ, kq P Nk :“ Lk ˆ pπ, 2πq
“
#
pλ´ 4qpcospkq ´ 1q ´ sinpkq
a
xp4´ xq ´ sinpkq
a
p´x` λqp4 ` x´ λq for pλ, kq PMk
pλ´ 4qpcospkq ´ 1q ` sinpkq
a
xp4´ xq ` sinpkq
a
p´x` λqp4 ` x´ λq for pλ, kq P Nk.
A surprising calculation yields the single solution x “ λ{2 to the equation F 1λ;kpxq “ 0 for all
k P T and λ P Lk. Also, when pλ, kq P Lk ˆ T , Fλ;kp0q “ Fλ;kpλq ą Fλ;kpλ{2q. Hence
@λ P Lk, @k P T , min
xPr0,λs
Fλ;kpxq “ Fλ;kpλ{2q.
Define for λ P Lk ˆ T the function
fkpλq :“ Fλ;kpλ{2q “
#
pλ´ 4qpcospkq ´ 1q ´ sinpkq
a
λp8´ λq for pλ, kq PMk
pλ´ 4qpcospkq ´ 1q ` sinpkq
a
λp8´ λq for pλ, kq P Nk.
Then for all k P T , fkp0q “ 4p1´ cospkqq ą 0 and fkpEpkqq “ 0. We claim that for all k P T , fk
is strictly decreasing and positive on Lk. To prove this, consider the functions
mk;¯pλq :“ pλ´ 4qpcospkq ´ 1q ¯ sinpkq
a
λp8´ λq
defined on r0, 8s ˆ T . The equation m1k;˚pλq “ 0 has a single solution
λ “ 4` 4
a
1´ p1` αpkq2q´1 ą Epkq when pk, ˚q P p0, πq ˆ t´u Y pπ, 2πq ˆ t`u.
Recall αpkq :“ pcospkq ´ 1qpsinpkqq´1. The claim is therefore verified. Now let E P Lk, and
choose ǫ1 ą 0 such that I :“ pE ´ ǫ1, E ` ǫ1q Ă Lk. Recall that R is the region defined after
(4.12). Let pk, ˚q P p0, πq ˆ t´u Y pπ, 2πq ˆ t`u. We have:
inf tgk;˚px1q ` gk;˚px2q : px1, x2q P Ru “ inf tgk;˚pxq ` gk;˚pλ´ xq : λ P I, x P r0, λsu
ě inf tfkpλq ` λ : λ P Iu
ě ǫ` E ´ ǫ1.
Here ǫ is any real in p0, fkpE ` ǫ
1qq. Taking ǫ1 even smaller, the above inequalities remain valid
with the same ǫ since fk is decreasing. Thus we may take ǫ
1 “ ǫ{2 for example. Moreover, since
gk;` ě gk;´pxq for all px, kq P r0, 4s ˆ p0, πq and gk;´ ě gk;`pxq for all px, kq P r0, 4s ˆ pπ, 2πq, we
have proven that for all pk, ˚, ˛q P T ˆ t´,`u ˆ t´,`u,
(4.18) inf tgk;˚px1q ` gk;˛px2q : px1, x2q P Ru ě E ` ǫ{2.
This proves (4.12) for E P Lk, with I “ pE ´ ǫ{2, E ` ǫ{2q and k P T .
Now we proceed to extend the results for d ě 3. Recall the properties of the function gk;˘ listed
in Tables 2 and 4. In particular, gk;´pxq ě 0 for all px, kq P r0, λ´pkqs ˆ p0, πq where λ´pkq “
2 ´ 2 cospkq, and gk;`pxq ě 0 for all px, kq P r0, λ`pkqs ˆ pπ, 2πq where λ`pkq “ 2 ´ 2 cospkq.
We take advantage of the fact that Epkq ă λ´pkq for all k P p0, πq and Epkq ă λ`pkq for all
k P pπ, 2πq. Again, let E P Lk, and choose ǫ ą 0 such that I :“ pE ´ ǫ{2, E ` ǫ{2q Ă Lk. Let
pk, ˚q P p0, πq ˆ t´u Y pπ, 2πq ˆ t`u. Applying the two-dimensional result we obtain
inf
! dÿ
i“1
gkpxi, yiq : pxiq
d
i“1 P R, pyiq
d
i“1 P t0, 1u
d
)
ě inf
! dÿ
i“1
gk;˚pxiq : pxiq
d
i“1 P R
)
ě inf tgk;˚pxq ` gk;˚pλ´ xq : λ P I, x P r0, λsu
ě E ` ǫ{2.
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As this implies (4.12) for E P Lk, the proof is now complete. 
The method employed is optimal in the following sense: for d “ 2, for all E P r0, 8szµpHq “
rEpkq, 8´Epkqs, and for all θ P C8c pRq with supppθq Q E, θp∆qBW θp∆q is not compact. Indeed,
it is not too hard to see that if ξ “ pξ1, ..., ξdq P r´π, πs
d solves
(4.19)
dÿ
i“1
p2´2 cospξiqq “
dÿ
i“1
p2´2 cospξi`kqq, or
dÿ
i“1
p2´2 cospξiqq “
dÿ
i“1
p2´2 cospξi´kqq,
then θp∆qBW θp∆q is not compact for all θ with supppθq Q E “
ř
ip2 ´ 2 cospξiqq. We note
that (4.19) is precisely the same as (4.15) and (4.16) when d “ 2. By using the method of
Lagrange multipliers for example, a slightly better value for Epkq can be found when d ě 3 (a
value increasing with d). The method consists in extremizing E “
ř
ip2 ´ 2 cospξiqq with the
constraints given in (4.19). We move on to derive the classic Mourre estimate (2.7) for the full
Schrödinger operator H 1. We really only have to show that EIpH
1qBW 1EIpH
1q is compact.
Proposition 4.5. Let k “ pk1, ..., kdq P T
d be the Wigner-von Neumann parameters, and let
(4.20)
E1pkq :“ mintℓpkiq : 1 ď i ď du, where ℓpkiq :“
$’&’%
2´ 2 cospki{2q, ki P p0, 2π{3s
2` 2 cospkiq, ki P p2π{3, πq Y pπ, 4π{3s
2` 2 cospki{2q, ki P p4π{3, 2πq.
Denote µpH 1q :“ r0, E1pkqq Y p4d ´ E1pkq, 4ds. Then for every E P µpH 1q there exists ǫpEq ą 0
such that for all θ P C8c pRq supported on I :“ pE ´ ǫ, E ` ǫq, θp∆qBW 1θp∆q “ 0. In particular,
for every E P µpH 1q, the classical Mourre estimate (2.7) holds for H 1 on I 1, where I 1 Ă I.
Proof. As mentionned in Remark 4.1, we show the result for E P r0, E1pkqq and apply symmetry
to get the result at the other end of the spectrum. We use the results from the one-dimensional
case and follow the notation of Lemma 3.4. For now we denote by ∆ the 1d Laplacian. The idea
is the following : given λ P σp∆q “ r0, 4s, we want to find an interval I satisfying:
(4.21)
#
I is of the form I “ r0, λq or I “ pλ, 4s, and
I X gkpI, yq “ H for y P t0, 1u.
Here gkpx, yq is the function defined in (3.14). The motivation for wanting I of this form will
be clear later in the proof. We examine the inequalities (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23). Fix
k P p0, πq. (3.20) gives us (4.21) for λ P r0, E´pkqq and y “ 0, whereas (3.22) gives us (4.21) for
λ P r0, λ`pkqq and y “ 1, however with the condition that λ ă gk;`p0q. We therefore let ℓ
1pkq :“
minpE´pkq, λ`pkq, gk;`p0qq “ minp2 ´ 2 cos pk{2q , 2 ` 2 cospkq, 2 ´ 2 cospkqq, and it is readily
checked that ℓpkq “ ℓ1pkq. Similarly, for k P pπ, 2πq, we find ℓpkq “ minpλ´pkq, E`pkq, gk;´p0qq “
minp2` 2 cospkq, 2 ` 2 cospk{2q, 2 ´ 2 cospkqq. All intervals of the form I “ r0, λq with λ ă ℓpkq
will satisfy (4.21).
Now we show how this can be of use for the two-dimensional case, although one can gen-
eralize for d ą 2. Let k “ pk1, k2q be the Wigner-von Neumann paramters and let E
1pkq :“
minpℓpk1q, ℓpk2qq. Let E P Lk :“ r0, E
1pkqq be given. Choose ǫ ą 0 such that I :“ pE´ǫ, E`ǫq Ă
Lk. If E “ 0 was chosen, take I :“ r0, ǫq Ă Lk. Now let I1 “ I2 :“ r0, E ` ǫq. Notice that
(4.22) tpx1, x2q : x1 ` x2 P Iu X pσp∆1q ˆ σp∆2qq Ă I1 ˆ I2,
so that as functions on px1, x2q P σp∆1q ˆ σp∆2q, χIpx1 ` x2q “ χIpx1 ` x2qχI1px1qχI2px2q.
Thus as operators on ℓ2pZq b ℓ2pZq, EIp∆q “ EIp∆q ¨EI1p∆1q b EI2p∆2q. By (4.21),
EIip∆iqW˜
1
iEIip∆iq “ 0 for i “ 1, 2.
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Recall that BW 1i is given by (4.5). For i “ 1, 2,
EIip∆iqBW 1iEIip∆iq “ EIip∆iqW˜
1
iEIip∆iqpS
˚
i ´ Siq ´ pS
˚
i ´ SiqEIip∆iqW˜
1
iEIip∆iq “ 0.
Therefore
EIp∆q ¨BW 11 bW
1
2 ¨EIp∆q
“ EIp∆q ¨EI1p∆1q b EI2p∆2q ¨BW 11 bW
1
2 ¨ EI1p∆1q b EI2p∆2q ¨ EIp∆q
“ EIp∆q ¨EI1p∆1qBW 11EI1p∆1q b EI2p∆2qW
1
2EI2p∆2q ¨EIp∆q
“ 0.
Similarly, EIp∆q ¨W
1
1bBW 12 ¨EIp∆q “ 0. Thus EIp∆qBW 1EIp∆q “ 0, and the proof is complete.

5. Weighted Mourre Theory : Proof of Theorem 1.1
In this section we prove the main result Theorem 1.1. For s P R, let xNys be the operator
on ℓ0pZ
dq defined by pxNysuqpnq “ xnysupnq. The following Lemma says that the conjugate
operator A is comparable to the position operator N :
Lemma 5.1. For all ǫ P r0, 1s, both xAyǫxNy´ǫ and xNy´ǫxAyǫ are bounded operators.
Proof. We use the notation }f} À }g} if there is c ą 0 such that }f} ď c}g}. Let u P bdi“1ℓ0pZq,
which is dense in bdi“1ℓ
2pZq. We have:
}xAyu}2 “ }u}2 ` }Au}2 À }u}2 ` p
ř
i }u} ` }Niu}q
2 À }u}2 `
ř
i
`
}u}2 ` }Niu}
2
˘
À }xNyu}2.
The first inequality follows from (1.9), and the second inequality holds by equivalence of the
norms on ℓ1pGq and ℓ2pGq for finite dimensional Hilbert spaces G. By complex interpolation,
}xAyǫu} À }xNyǫu}. Hence, for a dense set of u1 P bdi“1ℓ
2pZq, we have }xAyǫxNy´ǫu1} À }u1}. This
shows that xAyǫxNy´ǫ extends to a bounded operator, and taking adjoints yields the result. 
In our proof of the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.9), the following Lemma is crucial.
At this point we will be using the full strength of hypothesis (1.7) on V , namely xNyρ|V | ď C.
Lemma 5.2. Let θ P C8c pRq, and ρ be as in (1.7). Then for all ǫ P r0,minpρ, 1qq, the following
operators are compact
(5.1) pθpHq ´ θp∆qqxAyǫ, and pθpH 1q ´ θp∆qqxAyǫ.
Proof. First, by Proposition 6.6, ∆ P C1pxAyǫq since fpxq “ xxyǫ P Sǫ, thus r∆, xAyǫs˝ exists as
a bounded operator. By the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula and the resolvent identity,
pθpHq ´ θp∆qqxAyǫ “
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
pz ´Hq´1pW ` V qpz ´∆q´1xAyǫdz ^ dz
“
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
pz ´Hq´1pW ` V qxAyǫpz ´∆q´1dz ^ dz
`
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
pz ´Hq´1pW ` V qrpz ´∆q´1, xAyǫs˝dz ^ dz
“
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
pz ´Hq´1pW ` V qxNyǫxNy´ǫxAyǫpz ´∆q´1dz ^ dz
`
i
2π
ż
C
Bθ˜
Bz
pz ´Hq´1pW ` V qpz ´∆q´1r∆, xAyǫs˝pz ´∆q
´1dz ^ dz.
By (1.2), W and W xNyǫ are compact, and so are V and V xNyǫ by assumption (1.7). By Lemma
5.1, xNy´ǫxAyǫ is bounded, and so the integrands of the last two integrals are compact operators.
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With the support of θ compact, the integrals are converging in norm, and so the compactness of
pθpHq ´ θp∆qqxAyǫ is preserved in the limit. As for the Schrödinger operator H 1 the same proof
works, but the additional point that has to be verified is that W 1xNyǫ is compact. Indeed, since˜
dź
i“1
qi sinpkiniqn
´1
i
¸2
xny2ǫ ď
˜
dź
i“1
q2i sin
2pkiniqn
´2
i
¸˜
1`
dÿ
i“1
n2i
¸
xny2pǫ´1q ď cxny2pǫ´1q,
it follows that W 1pnqxnyǫ Ñ 0 as |n| Ñ 8. 
Because we are aiming at a projected Mourre estimate, we need some information on possible
eigenvalues embedded in the interval on which the LAP takes place. Recall that P denotes the
orthogonal projection onto the pure point spectral subspace of H (resp. H 1), and µpHq and µpH 1q
are points where the classical Mourre estimate hold for H and H 1 respectively.
Lemma 5.3. Let E P µpHq and suppose that kerpH ´ Eq P DpAq. Then there is an interval
I Ă µpHq containing E such that PEIpHq and P
KηpHq are of class C1pAq for all η P C8c pRq
with supppηq “ I. The corresponding statement also holds for H 1.
Proof. Since the Mourre estimate holds at E, the point spectrum is finite in a neighborhood I
of E. Therefore PEIpHq is a finite rank operator. Further shrinking I around E if necessary,
we have that kerpH ´ λq P DpAq for all λ P I . We may therefore apply Lemma 2.3 to get
PEIpHq P C
1pAq. In addition, PKηpHq “ ηpHq ´ PEIpHqηpHq P C
1pAq. 
We are now ready to prove the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.9). The proof makes
use of almost analytic extensions of C8pRq bounded functions. The reader is invited to consult
the appendix for some notation and useful results about these functions.
Theorem 5.4. Let E P µpHq be such that kerpH ´ Eq Ă DpAq. Then there exists an open
interval I Q E such that the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.9) holds on I for all s ą 1{2.
Thus, for all compact I 1 with I 1 Ă I, the LAP for H holds with respect to pI 1, s, Aq. The
corresponding result holds for H 1.
Proof. First choose I Q E so that for all λ P I , kerpH ´ λq P DpAq. This is of course possible as
explained in Lemma 5.3. Let θ, η, χ P C8c pµpHqq be bump functions such that ηθ “ θ, χη “ η
and supppχq Ă I . Later we will shrink I appropriately. Let s P p1{2, 2{3q be given. Define
(5.2) ϕ : R Ñ R, ϕptq :“
ż t
´8
xxy´2sdx.
Note that ϕ P S0 (see (6.1) for the definition of S0). For R ě 1, consider the bounded operator
F :“ PKθpHqrH, iϕpA{Rqs˝θpHqP
K
“
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1rH, iA{Rs˝pz ´A{Rq
´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz.
By Lemma 5.3, PKηpHq P C1pAq, so
(5.3) rPKηpHq, pz ´A{Rq´1s˝ “ pz ´A{Rq
´1rPKηpHq, A{Rs˝pz ´A{Rq
´1.
Next to PKθpHq we introduce PKηpHq and commute it with pz ´A{Rq´1:
F “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHq
`
pz ´A{Rq´1PKηpHq ` rPKηpHq, pz ´A{Rq´1s˝
˘
rH, iA{Rs˝`
ηpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1 ` rpz ´A{Rq´1, PKηpHqs˝
˘
θpHqPKdz ^ dz
“
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1PKηpHqrH, iA{Rs˝
ηpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz ` I1 ` I2 ` I3
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where I1, I2, I3 are the 3 other integrals one obtains when expanding. For example
I1 “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1rPKηpHq, A{Rs˝pz ´A{Rq
´1rH, iA{Rs˝
ηpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz
“ PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sB1
R2
AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
for some bounded operator B1 whose norm is uniformly bounded with respect to R, as shown in
Lemma 6.5 with ρ “ 0 and n “ 3. The same holds for I2 and I3, so for i “ 1, 2, 3,
Ii “ P
KθpHq
AA
R
E´sBi
R2
AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
Next to either ηpHq we insert χpHq, and we let G :“ ηpHqrH, iA{Rs˝ηpHq. We have:
F “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1PKχpHqGχpHqPKpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3
R2
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
We decompose G as follows
G “ R´1
ˆ
ηp∆qr∆, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηp∆qrW, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηp∆qrV, iAs˝ηp∆q
` pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qq
˙
.
We put into action our previous results. Shrink the support of η if necessary to ensure that
ηp∆qBW ηp∆q is compact (or zero) according to Lemma 3.4 and Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. Thus
G “ R´1pηp∆qr∆, iAs˝ηp∆q `K0q where K0 :“ ηp∆qKW ηp∆q ` ηp∆qBW ηp∆q `
` ηp∆qrV, iAs˝ηp∆q ` pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆q ` ηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qq.
We claim that
(5.4) K1 :“
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzq
AA
R
Es
pz ´A{Rq´1PKχpHqK0χpHqP
K
AA
R
Es
pz ´A{Rq´1dz ^ dz,
converges in norm to a compact operator for s sufficiently close to 1{2. Although K0 is clearly
compact, convergence in norm requires careful justification. Define
K11 :“ xAy
ǫPKχpHqηp∆qKW ηp∆q,
K12 :“ xAy
ǫPKχpHqηp∆qBW ηp∆q,
K13 :“ xAy
ǫPKχpHqηp∆qrV, iAs˝ηp∆q,
K14 :“ xAy
ǫPKχpHqpηpHq ´ ηp∆qqrH, iAs˝ηp∆q,
K15 :“ ηpHqrH, iAs˝pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqχpHqP
KxAyǫ.
Let ǫ P r0,minpρ, 1qq. Since PKχpHqηp∆q P C1pAq and fpxq “ xxyǫ P Sǫ, rxAyǫ, PKχpHqηp∆qs˝
exists by Proposition 6.6. Moreover, xNyǫKW is compact and xAy
ǫxNy´ǫ is bounded. Thus
K11 “ P
KχpHqηp∆qxAyǫxNy´ǫxNyǫKW ηp∆q ` rxAy
ǫ, PKχpHqηp∆qs˝KW ηp∆q
is compact. We turn to K12. Commuting xAy
ǫ with PKχpHq gives
K12 “ P
KχpHqxAyǫxNy´ǫxNyǫηp∆qBW ηp∆q ` rxAy
ǫ, PKχpHqs˝ηp∆qBW ηp∆q.
Applying the mean value theorem shows that xNyǫrSj, Uis˝ and xNy
ǫrS˚j , Uis˝ are compact
@ i, j “ 1, ..., d. Since ηp∆qBW ηp∆q “
ř
irηp∆q, Uis˝W˜ pS
˚
i ´Siqηp∆q´ηp∆qpS
˚
i ´SiqW˜ rUi, ηp∆qs˝
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we see that xNyǫηp∆qBW ηp∆q, and hence K12 is compact. As for K13, we use the full strength
of hypothesis (1.8) on V to guarantee compactness of xNyǫrV, iAs˝. Commuting xAy
ǫ with
PKχpHqηp∆q as before shows that K13 is compact. By Lemma 5.2, pηpHq ´ ηp∆qqxAy
ǫ and
its adjoint xAyǫpηpHq ´ ηp∆qq are compact. Recall that this Lemma uses the full strength of
hypothesis (1.7) on V . Commuting xAyǫ with PKχpHq and using the fact that rPKχpHq, xAyǫs˝
exists shows that K14 and K15 are compact. Finally, xA{Ry
ǫxAy´ǫ and xAy´ǫxA{Ryǫ are uni-
formly bounded operators w.r.t. R. Thus invoking (6.5) for ℓ “ 2 and (6.11) we see that K1 is
a norm converging integral of compact operators provided s additionally satisfies s ă 1{2` ǫ{2.
This proves the claim. Another important point to take into consideration is that
(5.5)
}K1} ď C1
`
}K11χpHqP
K} ` }K12χpHqP
K} ` }K13χpHqP
K} ` }K14χpHqP
K} ` }PKχpHqK15}
˘
for some finite C1 ą 0 independent of R. Hence }K1} vanishes as the support of χ gets tighter
around E. Let
M :“ PKχpHqηp∆qr∆, iAs˝ηp∆qχpHqP
K.
So far we have
F “
i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1Mpz ´A{Rq´1θpHqPKdz ^ dz
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3
R2
`
K1
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
Next we commute pz ´A{Rq´1 with M :
F “
i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´2MθpHqPKdz ^ dz
`
i
2π
1
R
ż
C
Bϕ˜
Bz
pzqPKθpHqpz ´A{Rq´1rM, pz ´A{Rq´1s˝θpHqP
Kdz ^ dz
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3
R2
`
K1
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
We apply (6.9) to the first integral (which converges in norm), while for the second integral we
use the fact that M P C1pAq to conclude that there exists a uniformly bounded operator B4 such
that
F “ R´1PKθpHqϕ1pA{RqMθpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3 `B4
R2
`
K1
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
Now ϕ1pA{Rq “ xA{Ry´2s. As a result of the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula, (6.5) and (6.11),
rxA{Ry´s,M s˝xA{Ry
s “ R´1B5
for some uniformly bounded operator B5. Thus commuting xA{Ry
´s and M gives
F “ R´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´s
M
AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3 `B4 `B5
R2
`
K1
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
ě CR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´s
PKχpHqη2p∆qχpHqPK
AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3 `B4 `B5
R2
`
K1
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
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where C ą 0 comes from applying the Mourre estimate. Let
(5.6) K2 :“ P
KχpHqpη2p∆q ´ η2pHqqχpHqPK.
Note that K2 is compact with }K2} vanishing as the support of χ gets tighter around E. Thus
F ě CR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´s
PKχpHqη2pHqχpHqPK
AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3 `B4 `B5
R2
`
K1 `K2
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
Finally, we commute PKχpHqη2pHqχpHqPK “ PKη2pHqPK with xA{Ry´s, and see that
rPKη2pHqPK, xA{Ry´ss˝xA{Ry
s “ R´1B6
for some uniformly bounded operator B6. Thus we have
F ě CR´1PKθpHq
AA
R
E´2s
θpHqPK
` PKθpHq
AA
R
E´sˆB1 `B2 `B3 `B4 `B5 `B6
R2
`
K1 `K2
R
˙AA
R
E´s
θpHqPK.
To conclude, we shrink the support of χ to ensure that }K1 `K2} ă C{3 and choose R ě 1 so
that }
ř6
i“1Bi}{R ă C{3. Then K1 `K2 ě ´C{3 and
ř6
i“1Bi{R ě ´C{3, so
(5.7) F ě
C
3R
PKθpHq
AA
R
E´2s
θpHqPK.
Let I 1 be any open interval with I 1 Ă I . Applying EI 1pHq on both sides of this inequal-
ity yields the projected weighted Mourre estimate (2.9), with c “ C{p3Rq, K “ 0, and s P
p1{2,minp2{3, 1{2 ` ρ{2qq. As a result of Theorem 2.4, the proof is complete. 
6. Appendix : Review of Almost Analytic Extenstions
We refer to [D], [DG], [GJ1], [GJ2], [HS] and [M] for more details. We collect basic and
essential results that are spread out in the mentionned literature. Let ρ P R and denote by SρpRq
the class of functions ϕ in C8pRq such that
(6.1) |ϕpkqpxq| ď Ckxxy
ρ´k, for all k ě 0.
For ρ ă 0, Sρ consists of the slowly decreasing functions at infinity, and contains every rational
function whose denominator doesn’t vanish on R and is of degree higher than its numerator. On
the other hand, for ρ ą 0, Sρ also allows for slowly increasing functions at infinity.
Lemma 6.1. [D] and [DG] Let ϕ P Sρ, ρ P R. Then for every N P Z` there exists a smooth
function ϕ˜N : C Ñ C, called an almost analytic extension of ϕ, satisfying:
(6.2) ϕ˜N px` i0q “ ϕpxq @x P R;
(6.3) supp pϕ˜N q Ă tx` iy : |y| ď xxyu;
(6.4) ϕ˜N px` iyq “ 0 @y P R whenever ϕpxq “ 0;
(6.5) @ℓ P NX r0, N s,
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBϕ˜NBz px` iyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď cℓxxyρ´1´ℓ|y|ℓ for some constants cℓ ą 0.
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Proof. Let θ P C8c pRq be a bump function such that θpxq “ 1 for x P r´1{2, 1{2s and θpxq “ 0
for x P Rzr´1, 1s, and consider
(6.6) ϕ˜N px` iyq :“
Nÿ
n“0
ϕpnqpxq
piyqn
n!
θ
ˆ
y
xxy
˙
.
The Wirtinger derivative is easily calculated:
Bϕ˜N
Bz
pzq “
1
2
Nÿ
n“0
ϕpnqpxq
xxy
piyqn
n!
θ1
ˆ
y
xxy
˙ˆ
i´
yx
xxy2
˙
`
1
2
ϕpN`1qpxq
piyqN
N !
θ
ˆ
y
xxy
˙
.
Therefore,ˇˇˇˇ
ˇBϕ˜NBz pzq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Nÿ
n“0
|ϕpnqpxq|
xxy
|y|n
n!
χ xxy
2
ďyďxxy
(px, yq ` 1
2
|ϕpN`1qpxq|
|y|N
N !
χ 
|y|ďxxy
(px, yq.
It follows that:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇxxyℓ`1´ρ|y|´ℓ Bϕ˜NBz px` iyq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ℓÿ
n“0
Cn
xxyℓ´n
n!
ˆ
xxy
2
˙n´ℓ
`
Nÿ
n“ℓ`1
Cn
xxyℓ´n
n!
xxyn´ℓ `
1
2
CN`1
N !
“
ℓÿ
n“0
Cn
n!
1
2n´ℓ
`
Nÿ
n“ℓ`1
Cn
n!
`
1
2
CN`1
N !
:“ cℓ.

Moreover, for ϕ P C8c pRq, we have the following key formula (cf. [DG]):
ϕptq “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz
pzqpz ´ tq´1dz ^ dz, @N P Z`.
By a limiting argument, this formula holds pointwise when ϕ P Sρ, ρ ă 0. Now let A be a
self-adjoint operator acting on a Hilbert space H. In terms of operators, we have
(6.7) ϕpAq “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz.
Thus, in the case where ϕ P Sρ, ρ ă 0, the point of the analytic extension is that it allows for
an explicit expression of the operator ϕpAq whose existence is known from the spectral theorem.
This formula can be extended for ρ ě 0 as follows:
Lemma 6.2. [GJ1] Let ρ ě 0 and ϕ P Sρ. Let ϕpAq with domain DpϕpAqq Ą DpxAyρq be the
operator whose existence is assured by the spectral theorem. Then for f P DpxAyρq,
(6.8) ϕpAqf “ lim
RÑ8
i
2π
ż
C
Bp ˜ϕθRqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1fdz ^ dz,
where θRpxq :“ θpx{Rq and θ is like in Lemma 6.1.
Proof.
i
2π
ż
C
Bp ˜ϕθRqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1fdz ^ dz “ pϕθRqpAqf “ pϕρθRqpAqxAy
ρf,
where ϕρptq :“ ϕptqxty
´ρ is a bounded function. Thus pϕρθRqpAq is converging strongly to
ϕpAqxAy´ρ, and this shows (6.8). 
Notice that when ρ ă 0, the r.h.s. of (6.8) is equal to the r.h.s of (6.7) applied to f by the
dominated convergence theorem.
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Lemma 6.3. Let ρ ă 0 and ϕ P Sρ. Then for all k P N and N P N:
(6.9) ϕpkqpAq “
ipk!q
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1´kdz ^ dz
where the integral exists in the norm topology. For ρ ě 0, the following limit exists:
(6.10) ϕpkqpAqf “ lim
RÑ8
ipk!q
2π
ż
C
Bp ˜ϕθRqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1´kfdz ^ dz, for all f P DpxAyρq.
In particular, if ϕ P Sρ with 0 ď ρ ă k and ϕpkq is a bounded function, then ϕpkqpAq is a bounded
operator and (6.9) holds (with the integral converging in norm).
Proof. First we show (6.9). Assume for now that ϕ P C8c pRq. By definition,
ϕpkqpAq “
i
2π
ż
C
B ˜ϕpkqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz.
Now consider ˜ϕpkqN and the k
th partial derivative of ϕ˜N in x respectively given by
˜ϕpkqN px` iyq “
Nÿ
n“0
ϕpk`nqpxq
piyqn
n!
θ
ˆ
y
xxy
˙
, and
Bkxϕ˜N px` iyq “
Nÿ
n“0
ϕpk`nqpxq
piyqn
n!
θ
ˆ
y
xxy
˙
`
Nÿ
n“0
piyqn
n!
kÿ
j“1
k!
j!pk ´ jq!
ϕpn`k´jqpxqBjxθ
ˆ
y
xxy
˙
.
Notice that | ˜ϕpkqN px` iyq ´ B
k
xϕ˜N px` iyq| is identically zero in a small strip around the x-axis,
and so by [D, Lemma 2.2.3], we have that
ϕpkqpAq “
i
2π
ż
C
B ˜ϕpkqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz “
i
2π
ż
C
BBkxϕ˜N
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1dz ^ dz.
The result follows by performing k partial integrations w.r.t. x. The formula extends to ϕ P Sρ
by density of C8c pRq in S
ρ for ρ ă 0. As for (6.10), let φρptq :“ xty
´ρ. We have, using (6.9),
ipk!q
2π
ż
C
Bp ˜ϕθRqN
Bz
pzqpz ´Aq´1´kfdz ^ dz “ pϕθRq
pkqpAqf “
˜
kÿ
j“0
cjϕ
pk´jqφρpθRq
pjq
¸
pAqxAyρf.
Here cj :“ k!pj!pk ´ jq!q
´1. First note that pθRq
pjqpxq “ R´jθpjqpx{Rq. Moreover, ϕpk´jqφρ are
bounded functions for 0 ď j ď k, so pϕpk´jqφρqpAq are bounded operators and
pϕpk´jqφρqpAq “ s-lim
RÑ8
pϕpk´jqφρqpAqθ
pjqpA{Rq.
Thus
s-lim
RÑ8
˜
kÿ
j“1
cjϕ
pk´jqφρpθRq
pjq
¸
pAq “ 0
and this implies (6.10). Finally, if 0 ď ρ ă k and ϕpkq is a bounded function, then we use
(6.5) with ℓ “ k ` 1 and apply the dominated convergence theorem to pass the limit inside the
integral. 
Lemma 6.4. [GJ2] Let s P r0, 1s and D :“ tpx, yq P R2 : 0 ă |y| ď xxyu. Then there exists c ą 0
independent of A such that for all z “ x` iy P D :
(6.11) }xAyspA´ zq´1} ď c ¨ xxys ¨ |y|´1.
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Lemma 6.5. Let ϕ P Sρ, and let B1, ..., Bn be bounded operators. Then for s P r0, 1s satisfying
s ă 1´ p1` ρq{n, and any N ě n, the following integral
(6.12)
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz
nź
i“1
xAyspz ´Aq´1Bi dz ^ dz
converges in norm to a bounded operator. In particular, for ρ “ 0 and n ě 3, (6.12) converges
to a bounded operator for s P r0, 2{3q.
Proof. Combine (6.11) and (6.5) for ℓ “ n. 
We end this section with two very useful formulas.
Proposition 6.6. [GJ1] Let T be a bounded self-adjoint operator satisfying T P C1pAq. Then:
(6.13) rT, pz ´Aq´1s˝ “ pz ´Aq
´1rT,As˝pz ´Aq
´1,
and for any ϕ P Sρ with ρ ă 1, T P C1pϕpAqq and
(6.14) rT, ϕpAqs˝ “
i
2π
ż
C
Bϕ˜N
Bz
pz ´Aq´1rT,As˝pz ´Aq
´1dz ^ dz.
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